
Applications



Fullscreen 
Applications
web or native

rich and full featured

mix on-chain / off-chain data



More 
Applications

Custom 
Modules

Chat 
Module

Or Add Components to 
Existing Modules
Why build an entire app when you just need a form?



Application Types



Applications embed data in 
transactions and broadcast 
them onto the network. 

Peers listen for updates.

Uses: 
The blockchain allows the 
secure exchange of data in 
situations where participants 
need an open network, but 
want authenticated read/write 
data-sharing.

Broadcast Apps    ①



Peer-to-Peer Apps       
P2P applications use Saito to automate on-chain 
Diffie-Hellman key-exchanges and manage their 
keylists and IP addresses.

Saito provides a fallback communications layer 
when off-chain and peer-to-peer relays fail to 
work, but most of the application data is 
transferred off-chain once peers have connected 
through the blockchain. 

Uses: 
Peer-to-peer versions of wechat / whatsapp / 
instagram and other social applications.  along 
with applications integrating off-chain crypto- 
currency payments or enabling transfers between 
parties on money-protocols.
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Peer send and receive 
instructions which are added 
to a stack in ordered fashion 
and executed in sync.

Uses: 
L2 blockchains, smart contract 
VMs and more complex 
applications that require 
consistent distributed state 
and ordered execution of code.

Stack-Based Apps               ③



Secure Multiparty Messaging

● Longform
● Short messages and chat
● API and broadcast
● IOT and device control

Example:



Appointments and Scheduling
Example:



Complex Multi-Party Interactions



Saito is already being used in a supply-chain 
tracking application run by DHB Global, an 
early network partner.

Participants in the DHB initiative are identified 
(or self-register) by secure cryptographic keys. 
Participants then publish real-time updates 
on order processing and shipping updates via 
laptop or smartphone.

This system has helped DHB Global avoid 
fraud in its producement processes, allowing 
distant customers to verify certifications, 
factory conditions and document shipping 
status from materials purchase to delivery.

Supply Chain
Example:



Rapid Development
Saito handles transaction processing, key 

management, on-chain and off-chain data 

transactions, QRCode scanning and more.

Modular architecture permits rapid iteration, 

real-time upgrades and separation of data-flows 

from UI/UX layer.

And Saito supports other cryptocurrencies - just 

install a cryptocurrency module and Saito apps 

can make transactions and access data on other 

blockchains!



info@saito.tech

https://saito.io


